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Introduction

This document serves as a template for how to write a project report in TMA4320. You
may use this and the corresponding tex-file, but you are also free to, if you prefer, use a
different report layout, either by choosing a different template of tweaking this one.
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The report layout and content

The report should preferably be written in LATEX, but this is not a requirement. What you
should focus on is writing a clear and organized report, and having a layout that supports
this. More important than the layout is the organization and structure of the report. Most
important of all is your ability to answer the questions stated in the project description,
that is, the content of the report.

2.1

Subsections

Use of subsections can make the report more structured.

2.2

Mathematics

Equations can either be included inline in the text, as
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2.3

References and appendices

You will probably not have a lot of references in these reports, but if you want to refer to
e.g. [1], you could do that. You could also include an appendix with code you could not
fit in the report, but only include code you are referring to in the report.
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How to include code

The following shows how you could include code directly in the document. (There are
other ways to do this, of course.)
The environment used here is the one called “python”, defined towards the top of the
file (in the preamble). It is used in the following way:
\begin{lstlisting}[language=Python, caption=Python code example]
import SomePythonModule as SPM
if __name__ == "__main__":
Master_Flag = {
-1: ’TestSpace’,
0: ’Some_other_name’
}[0]
if Master_Flag == ’Some_other_name’:
SPM.main()
\end{lstlisting}
import SomePythonModule a s SPM
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name
== ” m a i n ” :
Master Flag = {
−1: ’ TestSpace ’ ,
0 : ’ Some other name ’
}[0]
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i f M a s t e r F l a g == ’ Some other name ’ :
SPM. main ( )
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Listing 1: Python code example
The first mandatory argument (called “caption”) is the caption of the code snippet,
and should give a very brief description of what that snippet is about.
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How to include figures

There are many options for how to include figures, and perhaps you already have a preferred
way of doing this. Included here is a suggestion which includes subfigures, displayed in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Left: The left figure. Right: The right figure.
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Code

It is important that you here only include code you refer to in the report. Since you will
also send in a .zip-file with your code, you do not need to overfill the appendix, if you
choose to even have one.
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